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Who These Sessions Are Designed For
Socially Savvy focus sessions are designed for business owners who want to learn more about an 
individual social media topic to help them use Facebook and/or Instagram more ffecteively for their 
product or service based business.

How Each Session Works
After booking, you will be sent a pre-session questionnaire which I will use to map out an agenda 
to ensure we use the time effectively. 

During our hands-on virtual coaching session via ZOOM video conferencing, we’ll spend 30 
minutes diagnosing the problem(s) you are having, and 60 minutes teaching you actionable 
solutions.

At the end of the session, you’ll be given a relevant tool(s) that you will be able to use over and 
over again to help reinforce what you’ve learnt, so you can refer back to comprehensive notes  
when putting your learnings into practice.

Book another focus session at the end of your first call and receive 10% discount!

How You’ll Feel After Each Session
After completing a focus session, you’ll feel less confused about whatever area you’ve been 
struggling in, and you’ll have a clearer understanding of how to use specific aspects of social 
media for your business.

Focus Session 
90 minutes • £79
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Topics to choose from:

Audit:
🔍  Examining your profiles to evaluate performance, identifying areas where you can improve and 

providing solutions to any problems you may be having. 

Instagram:
⭐ How to Optimise your Bio 
🎨 How to create highlight covers for free in Canva 
🏷 How to tag a user, product or location 
� Why you need hashtags, how to research them and what to look out for

Strategy and Analytics:
  📝 Your simple strategy including buyer personas, competitor analysis, your social media goals 
 😏 How to outsmart the algorithm 
 📈 Analytics and KPIs you can measure

Content:
 📸 Bespoke content mix, your defined tone of voice and a list of compelling calls to action  
 ✅ Checklist for visuals and captions  
 🤳 How to edit photos on an iPhone 
 📲 How to Re-Post on Instagram

Engagement:
  💕 Why engagement is at the heart of your social strategy 
 🤷 How do I get started? – How to engage on social media

If what you’re looking for isn’t on this list, explain what it is you’re struggling with in an email and we 
can create a bespoke session to suit your needs.

Book a 90-minute focus session today by 
emailing Kathryn, or calling 07786 359685


